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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Warning for the machine

This appliance can be used by children aged from 
8 years and above and persons with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of 
experience and knowledge if they have been 
given supervision or instruction concerning use of 
the appliance in a safe way and understand the 
hazards involved. 
Children shall not play with the appliance.
Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made 
by children without supervision.
Plug must be removed from the socket-outlet 
before cleaning or maintaining the appliance. 
Switch o� before cleaning or maintaining the 
appliance.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced 
by a special cord or assembly available from the 
manufacturer or its service agent.
WARNING: For the purposes of recharging the 
battery, only use the detachable supply unit 
provided with this appliance.
Use only with M7-DS supply unit. 
This appliance contains batteries that are only 
replaceable by skilled persons.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Do not bring the smart robot close to heatsource, 
radiation or burning cigarette butts. It is strictly 
forbidden to vacuum the following objects: 
1)All liquids such as water and solvents; 
2)Lime, cement dust and other construction dust 
and garbage; 
3)Heat generating objects, such as unextinguished 
carbon butts, cigarette butts; 
4)Sharp fragments, such as glass, etc.; 
5)Flammable and explosive items, such as 
gasoline and alcohol products.
Before using, please remove all fragile items from 
the ground (such as glasses, lamps, etc.), and 
items that may be tangled with the side brush, 
Roller brush and drive wheels(such as wires, 
curtains and other easily-entangled materials).
Please pay attention to your hair and avoid 
entanglement on wheels or roller brushes when 
using, cleaning and maintaining the robot.
Do not use this product at an altitude of more 
than 2000m

6.

7.

8.

9.



Correct Disposal of this product.
This marking indicates that this product should 
not be disposed with other household wastes 
throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to 
the environment or human health from 
uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly 
to promote the sustainable reuse of material 
resources. To return your used device, please use 
the return and collection systems or contact the 
retailer where the product was purchased. They 
can take this product for environmental safe 
recycling.
Warranty Information
The manufacturer provides warranty in 
accordance with the legislation of the customer's 
own country of residence, with a minimum of 1 
year (Germany: 2 years), starting from the date on 
which the appliance is sold to the end user.
The warranty only covers defects in material or 
workmanship.
The repairs under warranty may only be carried 
out by an authorized service centre. When making 
a claim under the warranty, the original bill of 
purchase (with purchase date) must be submitted.
The warranty will not apply in cases of:
- Normal wear and tear

10.

11.

- Incorrect use, e.g. overloading of the appliance, 
use of non-approved accessories
- Use of force, damage caused by external 
influences
- Damage caused by non-observance of the user 
manual, e.g. connection to an unsuitable mains 
supply or non-compliance with the installation 
instructions 
- Partially or completely dismantled appliances
WIFI:2400-2483.5MHz, MAX POWRE:20dBm,
BLUETOOTH MAX POWR:10dBm
To satisfy RF exposure requirements, a separation 
distance of 20 cm or more should be maintained 
between the antenna of this device and persons 
during device operation.To ensure compliance, 
operations at closer than this distance is not 
recommended.
CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT
INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION

12.

13.
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Warning for docking station
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

“IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS – SAVE 
THESE INSTRUCTIONS" and "DANGER – TO 
REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC 
SHOCK, CAREFULLY FOLLOW THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS".
This appliance can be used by children aged from 
8 years and above and persons with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of 
experience and knowledge if they have been 
given supervision or instruction concerning use of 
the appliance in a safe way and understand the 
hazards involved. 
Children shall not play with the appliance.
Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made 
by children without supervision. 
Children should be supervised to ensure that they 
do not play with the appliance.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced 
by a special cord or assembly available from the 
manufacturer or its service agent.
Docking station is only applicable to the product 
M7/M7 Pro.
Warning: The battery charger(Docking station) is 
not intended to charge non-rechargeable 
batteries.

Warning for batery
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

 Do not dismantle, open or shred secondary cells or 
batteries.
b) Do not expose cells or batteries to heat or fire. 
Avoid storage in direct sunlight.
Do not short-circuit a cell or a battery. Do not store 
cells or batteries haphazardly in a box
or drawer where they may short-circuit each other or 
be short-circuited by other metal objects.
Do not remove a cell or battery from its original 
packaging until required for use.
Do not subject cells or batteries to mechanical shock.
In the event of a cell leaking, do not allow the liquid to 
come in contact with the skin or eyes. If contact has 
been made, wash the a�ected area with copious 
amounts of water and seek medical advice.
Do not use any charger other than that specifically 
provided for use with the equipment.
Observe the plus (+) and minus (–) marks on the cell, 
battery and equipment and ensure correct use.
Do not use any cell or battery which is not designed 
for use with the equipment.
Do not mix cells of di�erent manufacture, capacity, 
size or type within a device.
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12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Always purchase the correct cell or battery for the 
equipment.
Keep cells and batteries clean and dry.
Wipe the cell or battery terminals with a clean dry 
cloth if they become dirty.
Secondary cells and batteries need to be charged 
before use. Always use the correct
charger and refer to the manufacturer’s 
instructions or equipment manual for proper 
charging instructions.
Do not leave a battery on prolonged charge when 
not in use.
After extended periods of storage, it may be 
necessary to charge and discharge the cells
or batteries several times to obtain maximum 
performance.
Secondary cells and batteries give their best 
performance when they are operated at normal 
room temperature (20 °C ± 5 °C).
Retain the original product literature for future 
reference.
Use only the cell or battery in the application for 
which it was intended.
When possible, remove the battery from the 
equipment when not in use.
Dispose of properly.

10.
11.

Keep cells and batteries out of the reach of children.
Seek medical advice immediately if a cell or a battery 
has been swallowed.

[symbol IEC 60417-5957 
( 2004-12 )]

[symbol ISO 7000-0790
( 2004-01 )]

[symbol IEC 60417-5031
( 2002-10 )]

[symbol IEC 60417-5032
( 2002-10 )]

[symbol IEC 60417-5172
( 2003-02 )]

time-lag miniature fuse-link where X is the symbol for 
the time/current characteristic as given in IEC 60127

for indoor use only

read operator's manual

direct current

alternating current

class II equipment
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TECHNICAL DATA
Warning for batery

Product Model: M7/M7 Pro
Host Charging Voltage: 16.9 V
Host Rated Voltage:14.4 V
Host Rated Power:55 W 
Docking Station Model:M7-DS
Docking Station Input:100-240V~,50-60Hz,38W
Docking Station Output:16.9V     ,2A
Battery Model:BP14452B
Battery Rated Voltage:14.4V
Battery Capacity:5200mAh 74.88Wh
Charging Limit Voltage:16.8V 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Importer: MD (SINGAPORE) CONSUMER 
PRODUCT CO.PTE.TD
Address: 
158 Cecil Street, #07-01 Singapore 069545
Email: gmcs@midea.com

Jiangsu Midea Cleaning Appliances Co.,Ltd.
Add.: No.39 Caohu Avenue, 
Xiangcheng District, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China
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Only for M7 Pro
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In case of malfunction, please refer to the following table

Problem TroubleshootingCause Solution

App displays
disconnection

Disconnection
between the
mobile phone
and the
appliance

Slow App
operation

Network
connection
is not so
smooth

The QR code
of the mobile
phone itself
cannot be
scanned by
App.

The hardware
configurations
of the mobile
phone are very
low, the camera
has no focus
function.

Judge if the mobile
phone is accessed
to network;
Judge if the router
works normally;
The cleaner is required
to be powered;
The WiFi 
configurations of
the equipment are 
cleared;
The WiFi password 
or network is changed.

Network busy;
Poor WiFi signal
reception of the
mobile phone;
The network 
bandwidth is
not so adequate.

Change mobile
phones for
confirmation;

The mobile phone shall
be accessed to network
once again;
Re-start the router;
Power on the cleaner once
again;
Add new appliances into
App;
After system start-up, long
press “WiFi” 3 seconds 
andrelease it after a tick 
soundis heard;clear all 
WiFi configurations of 
t h e  cleaner and add 
household electrical 
appliances once again for 
operation.

Re-start the router and
reduce the number of
access users;
Check the settings of the
mobile phone itself;
Broaden network 
bandwidth.

Change mobile phones
and scan;
Add appliance by product
category.

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other 
household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the 
environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it 
responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return 
your used device, please use the return and collection systems or contact  
the retailer where the product was purchased. 
They can take this product for environmental safe recycling.

2400-2483.5MHz, WIFI MAX RF POWER: 20 dBm,
BLUETOOTH MAX RF POWER: 10 dBm

Correct Disposal of this product
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